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Motivation
This past decade has seen significant progress in the field of
image and video quality assessment. While fulland reduced-reference models (for images and

Are
proposed
no-reference
models accurate enough to be
standardized for all use cases?
What remains to be solved?

videos), which emerged earlier than blind/noreference

ones,

significant

have

quality

managed

prediction

to

achieve

accuracy

as

measured by correlations with subjective quality
ratings, there is still much progress to be made

within the no-reference realm. In addition, the use cases
covered by most standardization efforts are largely related to
the content delivery chain, excluding acquisition and
enhancement issues, and focusing more on compression or
transmission impairments. The industry has been demanding
the move towards blind assessment with the hope of being
unshackled

from

requiring

a

reference.

With

the

overwhelming ecosystem that now supports acquisition and
consumption of media on a myriad of devices and context (e.g.
viewing conditions) this move becomes even more urgent.
Indeed,

some

promising

approaches

to

blind

quality

assessment have been proposed. These methods include, but
are not limited to, LBIQ [Tang H, (2011)], CBIQ [Ye P. et al.
(2011)], BLIINDS-II [Saad M. et al. (2012)], and NIQE [Mittal
A. et al. (2013)]. These methods perform well on the databases
on which they have been developed and on similar types of
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images

and

distortions.

The

generalizability

of

their

performance on many types of consumer images breaks
however, for understandable reasons. These methods were
developed and designed to achieve competitive performance
on existing databases such as [Ponomarenko N. et al. (2013),
Sheikh et al. (2005)], which are designed for quality
assessment research; they should not be expected to perform
well on images that are significantly different from images in
those databases. These databases
however, do not contain many of the

Existing subjective testing datasets for quality
assessment are not suitable to validate NR
models that test consumer devices.

distortions that are expected in
many of the rapidly increasing
consumer devices (most notably
mobile devices as well as compact
and higher end cameras). These

databases that are the most widely used for algorithm design
do not describe many of the very popular consumer usage
models—the millions of images captured by mobile devices,
for instance. Images and videos from consumer devices
contain multiple distortions that are very complex in nature.
These distortions may be a result of the optical system, the
post processing that happens in the devices after the signal is
captured, and the storage and display of the data. Simulating
these distortions collectively is an extremely challenging task,
and it would be necessary to create a comprehensive corpus of
image distortions if one is to design algorithms for these types
of images. Creating this database faces hurdles in and of itself
due to privacy and sharing rights, and the requirement for a
constantly new pool of test content to validate new models.

Unanswered Questions
Going beyond fidelity: revising the methodologies
In full- and reduced-reference problems the question
addressed is essentially that of fidelity: how close is a test
image/video to a reference one. In blind assessment, on the
other hand, prior to predicting quality, one needs to define
what “better quality” is. This is all the more critical when
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evaluating the effects of post processing,
such as image enhancement, that should
lead to an improvement in perceptual
quality over the original image. Major
challenges lie in trying to solve this
problem, the primary one being that of
content-dependency.

No-reference

predicted scores tend to be biased by
content. Two images or videos of similar
qualities should ideally get similar scores
Figure 1. The overshoot effect: adjusting the strength for an
enhancement processing (e.g. sharpening) may lead to quality
improvement until a point that overshoot is reached, leading to
a decrease of quality as the strength of the processing increase.
Optimal strength is hard to estimate as it is often content
dependent, as illustrated in this plot.

even if the content is highly different (for
instance a low frequency sky scene versus
a high frequency forest scene). The
overshoot effect (see Figure 1) is another
issue that needs to be accounted for by a
blind quality evaluator. However, the

decoupling of content from quality is a very challenging issue
in blind quality assessment that still needs to be resolved.
Further, while certain methods can achieve relatively high
correlations on databases that span a wide range of qualities
from extremely bad (not necessarily always representative of
what consumers encounter in real life) to excellent, how well
proposed methods perform on a narrower range of qualities
(typically a range in the higher quality end) is important for
more realistic predictions on consumer content. This is
illustrated in Figure 2, and is referred to as “the range effect”.
Addressing this issue might require revisiting subjective
testing methodologies for NR model evaluation. For instance,
usual subjective test methodologies such as ACR or DSCQS
require a very large number of

In full- and reduced-reference problems, the
question addressed is essentially that of fidelity:
how close is a test image/video to a reference
one. In blind assessment on the other hand,
prior to predicting quality, one needs to define
what is meant by pristine or perfect quality.
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Color is another domain where perceptual
modeling for the purpose of quality assessment
is lacking. The complexity of the human visual
system’s processing of color information has
made

understanding

the

effect

of

color

aberrations (as opposed to only structural
ones) difficult to model and predict in the noreference quality prediction space.
Figure 2. The range effect: on the overall quality range, MOS
and predicted MOS seem well correlated; focusing on a
particular range (e.g .points within red box), the correlation is
lower.

Towards user profile
When it comes to image capture, another
important factor has to be taken into account:
the intention of the image taker. Blur, for

instance, which is typically considered a distortion in image
quality assessment, is often introduced on purpose by
professional photographers. The distinction between artistic
and undesirable effects of blur is a higher level problem that
needs to be better understood and modeled. This also applies
to other types of artistic effects such as film grain and motion
blur.
What makes a good picture is highly subjective and very
unique. Trying to capture all these effects through the prism of
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“king MOS” or a general quality metric may lead to a “grey
car effect” (a situation in consumer science where simply
averaging opinions may lead to a trade-off (but faulty)
conclusion that only grey cars should to be produced since this
averages out preference for black and white cars!) With this in
mind, one might consider blind image quality tools tuned to
specific

user

profiles

or

needs:

one

could

imagine

parameterized measures instead of general agnostic tools.
These are just a few of the issues pertaining to images. All of
the mentioned “unanswered questions” hold for blind video
quality assessment. Video on the other hand, exponentially
increases the complexity of the search space. Motion modeling
has for a long time now been an open area of research and
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understanding its effect on perceptual quality is yet to be
better understood and modeled. Similar to the problem of
image quality assessment, a few approaches have been
proposed
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to

assess

the

quality

of

video,

but

the

generalizability of these approaches still has a way to go
before we reach a solution generalizable enough to be
standardized.
A new group within the Video Quality Experts Group has
been formed so that advances can be made in these identified
challenge areas. The focus is on understanding and driving
solution spaces with blind and no-reference models. You all
are encouraged to join, follow, and contribute to moving the
needle on creating, validating, and standardizing these new
models.
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